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Abstract

Background

Mental health is considered an integral part of human health. Reliable and valid measure-

ment instruments are needed to assess various facets of mental health in the native lan-

guage of the people involved. This paper reports on five studies examining evidence for the

factorial validity of the Twi versions of five mental health and well-being measurement instru-

ments: Affectometer-2 (AFM-2); Automatic Thought Questionnaire–Positive (ATQ-P); Gen-

eralized Self-Efficacy Scale (GSEs); Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9); and

Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) in a rural Ghanaian adult sample.

Method

Measures were translated and evaluated using a research-committee approach, pilot-

tested, and administered to adults (N = 444) randomly selected from four rural poor commu-

nities in Ghana. We applied confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), bifactor CFA, exploratory

structural equation modeling (ESEM), and bifactor ESEM to the AFM-2, ATQ-P, and the

PHQ-9, and CFA to the GSEs and the SWLS. The omega coefficient of composite reliability

was computed for each measure.

Results

A two-factor bifactor ESEM model displayed superior model fit for the AFM-2. The total

scale and the Negative Affect subscale, but not the Positive Affect subscale, attained suffi-

cient reliability. Two models (a four-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM model and a 5-factor 22-

item ESEM model) fitted the data best for the ATQ-P. The bifactor ESEM model displayed a

high reliability value for the total scale and satisfactory reliability values for three of its four

subscales. For the GSEs, a one-factor CFA model (residuals of items 4 and 5 correlated)

demonstrated superior model fit with a high reliability score for the total scale. A two-factor

ESEM model outperformed all other models fitted for the PHQ-9, with moderate and satis-

factory reliability scores for the subscales. A one-factor CFA model (residuals of item 4 and
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5 correlated) demonstrated superior model fit for the SWLS, with a satisfactory reliability

value for the total scale.

Conclusions

Findings established evidence for the factorial validity of the Twi versions of all five mea-

sures, with the global scores, but not all subscale scores, demonstrating satisfactory reliabil-

ity. These validated measurement instruments can be used to assess mental health and

well-being in the research and practice contexts of the current sample.

Introduction

There is a growing global interest in strengths-based research that focuses on the promotion of

positive human functioning [1, 2]. Recent scholarly efforts have expanded from the traditional

foci of assessing and treating psychopathology to also evaluating and promoting people’s

strengths and mental health [3, 4]. This has led to a rapid increase in the development of sev-

eral measurement instruments that assess the strengths, capacities, and mental health of people

in different contexts. A comprehensive assessment of positive mental health involves a consid-

eration of both hedonic and eudaimonic aspects of well-being. Generally, hedonia emphasizes

pleasure, subjective happiness, and avoidance of negative affect [3, 5]. Eudaimonia, on the

other hand, focuses on aspects such as purpose in life, self-actualization, and personal growth

[6, 7]. There is also a growing recognition of the complex interactions between positive aspects

of human functioning and negative experiences that influence thinking patterns, feelings, and

behavior of people [8, 9]. Consequently, a complete assessment of mental health is comple-

mented by the evaluation of negative experiences and emotional states, such as depression and

negative affect [9].

Recent developments in the field of positive psychology have led to renewed research inter-

est in exploring evidence for the validity of measurement instruments aimed at measuring

constructs such as mental well-being, satisfaction with life, and self-efficacy across populations

and contexts [4, 10]. The majority of these measurement instruments in use in most African

settings were developed and validated from a Western perspective, assumed individualistic

cultural orientation and values, and were largely validated with unrepresentative Western sam-

ples [11]. Owing to vast cultural differences that exist between people from different social

structures and value orientations, for instance, between Western and African societies [11, 12],

it is important that the evidence for the validity of measurement instruments that were devel-

oped and normed in one context (e.g., Western) are established before they are administered

in other (e.g., African) contexts. Evidence suggests that the conceptualization, interpretation,

and expression of well-being differ between individualistic (e.g., Euro-American) and collec-

tivistic (e.g., African and Asian) cultures [13].

Although several mental health and well-being measurement instruments are used for

research and clinical practice in Ghana, very few, such as the General Health Questionnaire-12

[14], Perceived Social Support from Family and Friends Scale [15], and the Multidimensional

Scale of Perceived Social Support [16] have been validated in their original English versions in

the Ghanaian context. Furthermore, given that the meaning or manifestation of constructs

may differ across cultural groups, it is important that measurement instruments are translated

and the evidence for their validity established in the languages and cultural contexts of the tar-

get population. Empirically validated versions of mental health and well-being measurement
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instruments in the native languages can strengthen the drive towards ensuring valid, reliable,

and culturally-appropriate assessment of various constructs of mental health. This would also

provide opportunities for researchers to empirically evaluate mental health intervention pro-

grams in the Ghanaian context. Furthermore, in-depth information on the nature and preva-

lence of mental health and well-being for a particular group can serve as a useful resource for

designing context-appropriate and cost-effective interventions for the people involved.

The present study

Although the Affectometer-2 (AFM-2), Automatic Thought Questionnaire–Positive (ATQ-P),

Generalized Self-Efficacy scale (GSEs), Patient Health Questionnaire–9 (PHQ-9), and Satisfac-

tion with Life Scale (SWLS) are often used to assess mental health and well-being in research

and practice in Ghana, their psychometric properties have not been investigated in any Ghana-

ian population, at present. This paper reports on five studies examining the evidence for the

factorial validity of the Twi versions of five mental health and well-being measures in a sample

of adults drawn from four rural poor communities in the middle belt of Ghana. We first pres-

ent a general description of the methodology implemented in all five studies. This is followed

by a sequential presentation of each validated measurement instrument, together with their

results and discussion of findings.

General method

Design and participants

A once-off cross-sectional survey design was implemented to collect data for the five studies.

Participants (N = 444) were Twi-speaking adults drawn from four rural poor communities

from the Sunyani West District (SWD) of the Brong Ahafo region of Ghana. Measures were

interviewer-administered in the native language (Twi) of participants.

Study setting

The SWD is one of 27 districts in the Brong Ahafo region with a population of 85,272 and a

total number of 10,715 households [17]. Four communities were randomly selected from a list

of 18 communities categorized as extremely poor (with an average of 150 households and an

income per head below 50% of the poverty line of US$1.90 a day) or classified as ultra-poor

(with US$ 1.25 or less a day) [18–20]. Most of these communities have poor road networks or

footpaths connecting them and have only basic (primary) schools. Although most communi-

ties are connected to the national grid, only about half of the households are connected to elec-

tricity. Residents are mainly peasant farmers and traders of farm produce who also share

similar socioeconomic characteristics [17, 18].

Measures

Five mental health and well-being measures commonly used in Ghana, including the Affect-

ometer-2 (AFM-2), Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire-Positive (ATQ-P), Generalized Self-

Efficacy Scale (GSEs), Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), and Satisfaction with Life

Scale (SWLS) were selected to examine the evidence for their factorial validity in this study.

Presently, there is a general lack of research that investigates the evidence for the validity of the

Twi version of mental health and well-being measurement instruments in Ghana, particularly

in a rural poor context. The selected measurement instruments have shown promise in previ-

ous African studies [21–23, 47, 49], are all relatively short, and together assess facets relevant to

the evaluation of mental health and well-being in the African context. The selection of these
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measures was also supported by the growing research evidence that suggests that the complete

evaluation of mental health and well-being should also be complemented by the assessment of

negative experiences and emotional states [9], considering the complex interactions between

positive aspects of human functioning and negative experiences [8, 9] that, together, influence

thinking patterns, feelings, and behavior of people.

Sociodemographic data. We collected sociodemographic information including gender,

age, education, marital status, and income.

Procedure

Preparation of scales. We followed the research-committee approach [24, 25] to translate

the measures from English to Twi. First, the measures were translated into Twi by a translator

and back-translated into English by another. The English versions (i.e., the original English

version and the Twi-English back-translated version) were then compared and evaluated by a

panel of academics including a linguistic (forward translator), an English professor also fluent

in Twi (back-translator), the first author (who is a clinical psychologist and a native Twi

speaker), and an independent member (who is fluent in Twi and English). To ensure that the

translated versions were comprehensible and culturally-sensitive, we conducted a pilot study

with a small group of 38 participants drawn from the target population. Participants rated the

instructions, items, and the response format as “clear” or “unclear”, and indicated their under-

standing of the instructions, items, and response formats [26]. Participants who rated instruc-

tions, items, or the response format as “unclear” were asked to suggest a revision. Overall, the

evaluation of the Twi-English back-translated versions showed two differences in meaning in

the wording of the ATQ-P and one difference in meaning in the wording of the SWLS. In all

instances, the research committee evaluated the differences, reached consensus, and applied

the necessary revisions. See S1 File for the final Twi versions of the scales.

Fieldwork and data gathering. Measures were interviewer-administered by four trained

psychology graduates fluent in Twi. Prior to the interviews, copies of ethical approval docu-

ments and permission letters were presented to the chiefs and community leaders of the com-

munities involved for permission to conduct the study. With assistance from community

leaders, the research team recruited an individual who acted as an independent mediator to

introduce the researchers and the study to households a week before data gathering. Written

informed consent was obtained from individuals who met the inclusion criteria and agreed to

participate. Interviews were conducted in the homes of participants at a time that were conve-

nient to them and at a place that ensured privacy. Data were collected electronically with the

SurveyCTO software within a period of one month.

Data analysis

IBM SPSS was used to clean the data and to obtain descriptive statistics. The data was analysed

with Mplus version 8.3 [27]. We conducted a literature search for previous studies that exam-

ine the evidence for the factor validity of the selected measurement instruments and identified

alternative models that were fitted for some of the measurement instruments. The theorized

models, together with the alternative models, were tested for the respective measurement

instruments. We applied CFA, bifactor CFA, exploratory structural equation modeling

(ESEM), and bifactor ESEM to the AFM-2 (Study 1), ATQ-P (Study 2), and PHQ-9 (Study 4).

Only CFA was applied to the GSEs (Study 3) and the SWLS (Study 5) since these measurement

instruments consist of a single factor only and no cross-loadings and, or a general factor can

be specified.
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CFA is based on the independent clusters model, where it is assumed that each indicator

only loads on a single latent (target) factor [28], where the cross-loadings on nontarget factors

are also assumed to be zero. CFA is applied to evaluate how well the measured variables repre-

sent the number of constructs and to confirm or reject the measurement theory [28, 29]. CFA,

however, fails to account for two important sources of construct-relevant psychometric multi-

dimensionality, namely, the hierarchical nature of psychological constructs (that explains the

associations of items to their specified target factors, as well as a higher-order factor, such as

overall positive mental health), and the imprecise nature of items where items typically load on

their target factors and have cross-loadings on nontarget but conceptually-related factors [29,

30, 31].

The first and second sources of construct-relevant multidimensionality are addressed by

bifactor modeling [32] and ESEM [33], respectively. Bifactor models (e.g., the bifactor CFA

model) permit the simultaneous specification of a general factor as well as separate orthogonal

group factors which result from variance not explained by the general factor for different con-

tent domains [34]. A bifactor CFA model allows for the separation of the variance explained

by the specific and general factors and tests if there is a general underlying factor that directly

influences the items in addition to the influence of the specific factors [29, 35]. ESEM, on the

other hand, integrates the characteristics of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and CFA by

allowing items to load on their intended factor(s), as well as on nonintended factors [28, 33].

ESEM models have been shown to produce better fit and more accurate factor correlations

compared to CFA [36]. A bifactor ESEM model combines bifactor modeling and ESEM by

concurrently allowing items to load on all factors (with nontarget loadings as close to zero as

possible) and to load on both general and specific factors [29].

The robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimator was applied to accommodate any devia-

tions from normality for all five measurement instruments. The weighted least square mean

and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimator was additionally applied to the two measures

(GSEs [Study 3] and PHQ-9 [Study 4]) that have only four response options [37]. We parame-

terized the CFA and bifactor CFA models by fixing the variances of the latent factors to one

[38]. Oblique target rotation [33] and orthogonal bifactor target rotation [29] were applied for

ESEM and bifactor ESEM, respectively. For the target rotation, all loadings on the nontarget

factors were set to approximately, but not constrained to, zero [33]. There were no missing

data.

We considered the guidelines postulated by Byrne [39] to determine how well each model

fit the data. Comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) values of .90 and larger

indicate reasonable fit and values of .95 and larger indicate good fit. For both the standardized

root mean square residual (SRMR, only applicable where the MLR estimator was applied) and

the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), values below .08 suggest reasonable fit

and values below .05 indicate good fit. A cut-off value of less than 1.0 suggest good fit for the

weighted root mean square residual (WRMR), which is applicable only where the WLSMV

estimator was applied [40]. Given that the chi-square test is highly sensitive to sample size, the

CFI, TLI, RMSEA, and the SRMR or WRMR were considered in decision making. We exam-

ined the loadings of all items that made up a particular factor in determining if that factor is

well-defined. Factor loadings higher than ±.40, preferably, and ±.30 at minimum were deemed

indicative of a well-defined factor [41]. We inspected the size and significance of the loadings

of the items on their respective factors and reported statistically significant cross-loadings on

nontarget factors for measurement instruments where ESEM and bifactor ESEM analyses

were conducted. We also interpreted small R2-values (percentage of the item variance

explained by the model) and small factor loadings on their target factors as possible indications

of local misfit.
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We estimated the model-based omega coefficients of composite reliability [42] using the

formula stipulated by Sánchez-Oliva et al. [43], where ω = (S|λi|)
2/ ([S|λi|]

2 + Sδii), with λi

representing the factor loadings and δii the error variances. Our interpretation of reliability val-

ues for first order (non-bifactor) models is based on the standard convention that satisfactory

reliability estimates should be .70 and above [44]. Perreira et al. [45] suggest that omega reli-

ability coefficients of .50 and above are satisfactory for bifactor models.

Ethical considerations

The Health Research Ethics Committee (HREC) of the North-West University (NWU-00109-

17-S1), South Africa, and the Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research Institutional

Review Board (NMIMR-IRB) of the University of Ghana (NMIMR.IRB CPN OO7/17-18),

Ghana, approved this study. Permissions were also granted by the Regional and District Health

Directorates of the SWD and the chiefs and elders of the communities involved. Participants

were assured of the confidentiality of data and about their right to withdraw from the study up

to the point of data analysis, without any consequences. Written informed consent was

obtained from all participants.

Results

Demographic profile of participants

The demographic profile of the participants is shown in Table 1. The majority of participants

were male, married, and had no formal education. All participants were fluent in Twi.

Superior model, factor loadings, and their reliabilities

The fit indices for all models are presented in Table 2. The standardized factor loadings for the

superior model fit for all measurement instruments are displayed in Table 3.

Table 1. Demographic profile of participants.

Variable n %

Gender

Male 240 54.1

Female 204 45.9

Age Mean = 37.9 (SD = 11.4; Range = 18–76)

Marital Status

Single 55 12.4

Married 326 73.4

Cohabiting 14 3.2

Divorced/Separated 25 5.6

Widowed 24 5.4

Education

None 205 46.2

Primary 78 17.6

Junior High 85 19.1

Senior High 41 9.2

Tertiary 8 1.8

Other 2 6.1

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0236707.t001
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Table 2. Fit statistics of models.

Model χ2 df p CFI TLI RMSEA 90% CI SRMR WRMR

AFM2

1-factor CFA (AFM-Model 1) 807.66 170 < .001 .714 .681 .094 .088, .101 .117

2-factor CFA (AFM-Model 2) PSI not positively definite
2-factor bifactor CFA (AFM-Model 3) Theta not positively definite
2-factor ESEM (AFM-Model 4) 315.57 151 < .001 .926 .907 .051 .043, .059 .043

2-factor bifactor ESEM (AFM-Model 5) 240.78 133 < .001 .952 .931 .044 .035, .053 .033

ATQ-P

1-factor CFA; 30 items (ATQ-P-Model 1) 1431.31 405 < .001 .858 .847 .077 .073, .082 .055

4-factor CFA; 30 items (ATQ-P-Model 2) PSI not positively definite
4-factor bifactor CFA; 30 items
(ATQ-P-Model 3)

No convergence

4-factor ESEM; 30 items (ATQ-P-Model 4) 669.24 321 < .001 .952 .935 .051 .045, .056 .024

4-factor bifactor ESEM; 30 items
(ATQ-P-Model 5)

580.1 295 < .001 .961 .942 .048 .042, .054 .021

4-factor CFA; 22 items (ATQ-Model 6) 665.90 203 < .001 .913 .901 .074 .067, .080 .049

4-factor bifactor CFA; 22items
(ATQ-P-Model 7)

No convergence

4-factor ESEM; 22 items
(ATQ-P-Model 8)

370.8 149 < .001 .958 .935 .059 .052, .067 .021

4-factor bifactor ESEM; 22 items
(ATQ-P-Model 9)

269.9 131 < .001 .974 .954 .050 .042, .059 .017

5-factor CFA; 22-items (ATQ-Model 10) 590.59 199 < .001 .926 .914 .068 .062, .075 .047

5-factor bifactor CFA; 22 items
(ATQ-P-Model 11)

No convergence

5-factor ESEM; 22 items (ATQ-P-Model 12) 269.9 131 < .001 .974 .954 .050 .042, .059 .017

5-factor bifactor ESEM; 22 items
(ATQ-P-Model 13)

237.1 114 < .001 .977 .953 .050 .041, .060 .016

GSEs

1-factor CFA (GSE-Model 1A) 161.58 35 < .001 .942 .925 .093 .078, .107 .028

1-factor CFA; WLSMV (GSE-Model 1B) 312.77 35 < .001 .993 .991 .137 .123, .151 1.790

1-factor CFA; item 4 w 5 (GSE-Model 2A) 199.90 34 < .001 .961 .948 .077 .063, .093 .025

1-factor CFA; item 4 w 5;
WLSMV (GSE-Model 2B)

220.94 34 < .001 .995 .994 .114 .100, .129 1.361

1-factor CFA; item 4 w 5;
2 w 3 (GSE-Model 3A)

100.91 33 < .001 .969 .957 .070 .055, .086 .024

1-factor CFA; item 4 w 5;
2 w 3; WLSMV (GSE-Model 3B)

205.50 33 < .001 .996 .994 .111 .097, .126 1.288

PHQ-9

1-factor CFA (PHQ-Model 1A) 98.99 27 < .001 .909 .879 .079 .063, .097 .060

1-factor CFA; WLSMV (PHQ-Model 1B) 344.84 27 < .001 .929 .905 .167 .152, .183 1.604

Peterson et al. (2015)
2-factor (CFA) (PHQ-Model 2A) 94.97 26 < .001 .913 .879 .079 .063, .097 .060

2-factor CFA; WLSMV (PHQ-Model 2B) 333.68 26 < .001 .931 .904 .167 .152, .184 1.576

2-factor CFA; item 3 w 4 (PHQ-Model 3A) 57.94 25 < .001 .958 .940 .056 .037, .075 .051

2-factor CFA; item 3 w 4;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 3B)

214.17 25 < .001 .958 .939 .134 .118, .151 1.249

2-factor bifactor CFA (PHQ-Model 4A) Data did not converge
2-factor bifactor CFA;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 4B)

Data did not converge

2-factor ESEM (PHQ-Model 5A) 26.65 19 .113 .990 .982 .031 .000, .056 .022

(Continued)
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Study 1: Affectometer-2

Description of measure: Affectometer-2 (AFM-2). The AFM-2 measures general happi-

ness or a general sense of well-being by assessing the balance of positive and negative feelings

in individuals’ recent experiences [46]. The short version, which is used in the present study,

comprises two 10-item subscales: Positive Affect (AFM-PA) and Negative Affect (AFM-NA).

The AFM-2 has five ordinal response levels (1 = not at all; 2 = occasionally; 3 = some of the
time, 4 = often; 5 = all of the time). The total score, the positive-negative affect balance (PNB),

is indicated by AFM-PA minus AFM-NA, where a higher score of AFM-PA over AFM-NA

denotes positive mental health. The developers of the scale reported Cronbach’s alpha scores

of .88 and .93 for the AFM-PA and AFM-NA, respectively [46]. Cronbach’s alpha scores of .64

and .79 for the AFM-PA and AFM-NA, respectively, were found in a Setswana student group

in South Africa [47].

Similar to the original hypothesis [46], a one-factor solution was reported for a Scottish

adult sample when principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted [48]. The authors,

however, acknowledged the independence of positive and negative affect and cautioned that in

some circumstances it might be useful to score the positive and negative subscales separately.

On the contrary, a two-factor solution (AFM-PA and AFM-NA) was reported after CFA and

EFA were applied to a dataset collated from a sample of Setswana-speaking South Africans

[49].

Table 2. (Continued)

Model χ2 df p CFI TLI RMSEA 90% CI SRMR WRMR

2-factor ESEM; WLSMV (PHQ-Model 5B) 58.28 19 < .001 .991 .983 .070 .050, .091 .568

2-factor bifactor ESEM (PHQ-Model 6A) Data did not converge
2-factor bifactor ESEM;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 6B)

Theta not positively definite (item 2)

Subotić et al. (2015);
Krause et al. (2011)
2-factor CFA (PHQ-Model 7A) 89.40 26 < .001 .920 .889 .076 .059, .094 .056

2-factor CFA; WLSMV (PHQ-Model 7B) 295.12 26 < .001 .940 .916 .157 .141, .173 1.475

2-factor CFA; item 3 w 4 (PHQ-Model 8A) 58.81 25 < .001 .957 .938 .057 .038, .076 .050

2-factor CFA; item 3 w 4;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 8B)

214.03 25 < .001 .958 .939 .134 .118, .151 1.244

2-factor bifactor CFA (PHQ-Model 9A) Data did not converge
2-factor bifactor CFA;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 9B)

PSI not positively definite

2-factor ESEM (PHQ-Model 10A) 26.65 19 .113 .990 .982 .031 .000, .056 .022

2-factor ESEM; WLSMV (PHQ-Model 10B) 58.28 19 < .001 .991 .983 .070 .050, .091 .568

2-factor bifactor ESEM (PHQ-Model 11A) Data did not converge
2-factor bifactor ESEM;
WLSMV (PHQ-Model 11B)

Theta not positively definite (item 2)

SWLS

1-factor CFA 45.07 5 < .001 .941 .882 .138 .103, .176 .053

1-factor CFA; item 4 w 5 12.02 4 < .001 .988 .970 .069 .026, .115 .014

Note: χ2 = Chi-square test statistic; CFA = Confirmatory factory analysis; CFI = Comparative fit index; df = Degrees of freedom; ESEM = Exploratory structural

equation modelling; p = Probability value; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; SRMR = Standardised root mean square

residual; WLSMV = Weighted least square mean and variance adjusted; WRMR = Weighted root mean square residual; 90% CI = 90 percent confidence interval of the

RMSEA

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0236707.t002
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Table 3. Standardised factor loadings for models of best fit.

Item and Intended Subscale R2

AFM-2 AFM-2-T PA NA

1. Life on the right track, Co .66�� -.20 .32 .48

2. Left alone, SS -.25�� -.14 -.01 .17

3. Do whatever want, F .63�� -.04 .50 .42

4. Thinking creatively, TC .77�� -.11 .30 .590

5. Failure, SF -.27�� .03 .60 .36

6. Nothing fun, Ch -.29�� .07 .39 .34

7. Like yourself, SE .72�� .09 .04 .54

8. Can’t be bothered, E .23�� .49 .63� .33

9. Close to people, SI .75�� -.08 .61 .57

10. Best years are over, O -.09 .01 .59 .36

11. Future looks good, O .82�� .10 -.10 .67

12. Lost interest, SI -.20�� -.05 .07�� .45

13. Energy to spare, E .60�� .03 .54 .37

14. Change life, Co .81�� -.42 -.09�� .70

15. Smiling a lot, Ch .23�� -.04� .07 .43

16. Thoughts useless, TC -.09 -.20 .03 .42

17. Handle problems, SF .67�� .20 .03 .43

18. Life stuck, F -.14�� .13 .32�� .41

19. Loved and trusted, SS .72�� .12 .01 .52

20. Something wrong, SE .04 .28 .06�� .23

ATQ-P ATQ-P-T DF SE OE FE

1. Respected by my peers, OE .77�� -.04 .07 .21� .40 .64

2. Good sense of humour, OE .81�� -.01 .04 .16 .46 .69

3. Future looks bright, FE .80�� -.03 .39 .23 -.01�� .81

4. Successful, FE .77�� .33 .41 .19 .01�� .81

5. Fun to be with, OE .83�� -.01 .16 .01 .09 .76

6. Great mood, DF .77�� -.15�� .24 .04 .01 .64

7. People care about me, DF .74�� -.02 .06 .04 -.01 .55

10. Have good qualities, SE .86�� -.07 -.02 .04 .06 .77

11. Comfortable with life, DF .78�� -.02�� .06 -.11 0.03 .76

12. Good way with others, OE .82�� .08 .07 -.24 -.10 .75

13. Lucky person, DF .69�� -.08�� -.06 -.05 .06 .53

14. Friends support me, DF .50�� .55�� -.06 .07 .01 .39

15. Life is exciting, DF .80�� -.01� -.01 -.18 -.06 .74

17. Social life is terrific, DF .85�� .66 -.08 .20 -.11 .78

19. I’m so relaxed, DF .68�� .25�� .15 -.11 -.11 .55

20. Life is running smoothly, DF .62�� .01�� .13 .09 -.01 .83

21. Happy with my look, SE .78�� .21 -.11 .01 -.05 .77

22. Take care of myself, SE .77�� .35 -.13�� -.04 .08 .75

23. Deserve the best in life, SE .76 .20 .02�� .06 .06 .71

25. Have useful qualities, SE .87 .30 -.09 -.04 .01 .78

28.State opinions, SE .72 .06 .01� .01 .07 .58

29. My life getting better, DF .62 .20 .05 .06 -.02 .72

GSEs GSEs-T

1. Solve difficult problems .88�� .77

2. Get what I want .80�� .63

(Continued)
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Results and discussion. First, we tested the originally hypothesized [46] one-factor CFA

model (AFM-Model 1). This model displayed a poor fit to the data (CFI = .714;

RMSEA = 0.094). Next, we tested a two-factor CFA model (AFM-Model 2) with two correlated

factors, namely, Positive Affect (AFM-PA; items 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, and 19) and Nega-

tive Affect (AFM-NA; items 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, and 20) as suggested by Wissing et al.

[49]. The psi matrix was not positively definite for this model. We proceeded to test a two-fac-

tor bifactor CFA model (AFM-Model 3) with the two specified factors (AFM-PA and

AFM-NA) and a general factor onto which all items loaded, with the specific factors being

orthogonal. The theta matrix was not positively definite for this model. Consequently, we

tested a two-factor ESEM model (AFM-Model 4). This model demonstrated reasonable fit

(CFI = .926; RMSEA = 0.051). Subsequently, a two-factor bifactor ESEM model (AFM-Model

Table 3. (Continued)

Item and Intended Subscale R2

3. Stick to aims .84�� .71

4. Efficient .86�� .75

5. Handle unforeseen situations .84�� .71

6. Solve most problems .92�� .68

7. Remain calm .86�� .74

8. I can find solutions .87�� .76

9. I can think of a solution .83�� .85

10. Handle whatever comes .92�� .85

PHQ-9 NS SM

1. Little interest/pleasure, CA -.07 .74 .16

2. Feeling down/depressed, CA .24� .72 .47

3. Sleeping too much/little, SM .81 .23�� .59

4. Tired/little energy, SM .68 -.05�� .56

5. Poor appetite or overeating, SM .70 .37� .55

6. Feeling bad/failure, CA .71�� .08 .74

7. Trouble concentrating, CA .05�� .17 .63

8. Moving/speaking slowly, CA .05�� -.01 .48

9. Suicidal thoughts, CA .59�� .43 .29

SWLS SWLS-T

1. Life close to ideal .87�� .75

2. Excellent life conditions .91�� .83

3. Satisfied with life .60�� .26

4. Gotten important things in life. .51�� .36

5. Would change no part of my life .87�� .76

Note: Target factor loadings are presented in bold. AFM-2 = Affectometer-2; AFM-T-2 = Affectometer-2 (Total scale); PA = Positive affect subscale; NA = Negative

affect subscale; Co = Confluence; SI = Social interest; O = Optimism; F = Freedom; SE = Self-esteem; E = Energy; SF = Self-efficacy; Ch = Cheerfulness; SS = Social

support; TC = Thought clarity; ATQ-P = Automatic thoughts questionnaire–positive; ATQ-P-T = Automatic thoughts questionnaire–positive (Total scale); DF = Daily

functioning subscale; SE = Positive self-evaluations subscale; OE = Others’ evaluation of self subscale; FE = Positive future expectations subscale; GSEs = Generalized

self-efficacy scale; GSEs-T = Generalized self-efficacy (Total scale); PHQ-9 = Patient health questionnaire-9; NS = Nonsomatic symptoms factor; SM = Somatic

symptoms factor; SWLS = Satisfaction with life scale; SWLS-T = Satisfaction with life scale (Total scale); R2 = percentage variance explained by the factors;

�p< .05.

��p< .01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0236707.t003
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5) was tested. This model displayed superior fit (CFI = .952; RMSEA = 0.044) compared to the

previous models.

For AFM-Model 5, ten of 20 items presented with strong and statistically significant load-

ings on the general factor. However, only one item (item 15: “I wish I could change some part of
my life”) intended for the AFM-NA specific factor displayed strong and statistically significant

loading. Items 8, 12, 18, and 20 presented weak but statistically significantly cross-loadings on

the nontarget AFM-PA factor. Item 15 exhibited strong and statistically significant cross-load-

ing on the nontarget AFM-PA factor. The majority of items intended for the AFM-PA specific

factor (except items 4 and 14) displayed strong and statistically significant factor loadings. The

omega coefficient for AFM-Model 5 was .88, .43, and .72 for the total scale, AFM-PA, and

AFM-NA, respectively. Item 2 had an exceptionally small R2-value (.17), which means that the

model explains only 17% of the variance contained within the item. All other items presented

with R2-values ranging from .23 to .67.

As far as could be established, this is the first study to apply the bifactor ESEM model to the

AFM-2. The application of bifactor ESEM helps to clarify the factor structure of the AFM-2

further and provides a deeper understanding of the nature of the complex interaction and role

of negative and positive human experiences in mental health functioning. Previous studies [30,

35] report that bifactor models outperform and produce better fits when compared to tradi-

tional CFA and PCA analysis.

The findings of the present study are consistent with previous report by Wissing et al. [49],

who applied CFA, PCA, and EFA to data from a sample of Setswana-speaking adults. The

results are however inconsistent with previous research [46, 48] that reported a one-factor

solution for the AFM-2 when CFA was conducted. The findings, generally, suggest that the

total score of the Twi version and the AFM-NA subscale can be interpreted and used in subse-

quent research in this population. However, caution should be applied when interpreting the

AFM-PA subscale scores for this group, given the low reliability value it presented. Given the

new inclusive approach of mental health (i.e., the dual-systems model) that takes into account

both the negative and positive attributes of individuals, valid, reliable, and culturally-adapted

mental health measures, such as the AFM-2, that evaluate both positive and negative dimen-

sions of the human experience are needed. Although the AFM-2 has been used for research

across various contexts, there is no evidence supporting its factor validity, including the origi-

nal English version, or in any native language in the Ghanaian setting. Considering its poten-

tial usefulness for holistic mental health assessment, the validation of the Twi version of the

AFM-2 could facilitate the conduct of empirical research and the evaluation of mental health

interventions in the current group. The Twi version demonstrated satisfactory reliability for

the total scale and the AFM-NA subscale, with adequate model fit and can therefore be for

used in this group.

Study 2: Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire–Positive

Description of measure. Automatic thoughts questionnaire–positive (ATQ-P). The

ATQ-P is a 30-item self-report scale that assesses the frequency of positive thoughts [50].

Respondents rate each item on a 5-point Likert scale according to how frequently each thought

or a similar thought has occurred to them during the past week (1 = never, 3 = sometimes, 5 =
all the time). There are four subscales (i) Daily functioning (ATQ-P-D), (ii) Self-evaluation

(ATQ-P-S), (iii) Others Evaluation of Self (ATQ-P-O), and (iv) Future Expectations

(ATQ-P-F). A total positive automatic thoughts score (ATQ-P-T) is calculated by adding the

scores of all the items together. The ATQ-P-T demonstrated a high level of internal consis-

tency with a Cronbach’s alpha value of .96 among a sample of American adolescents [51]. A
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Cronbach’s alpha value of .94 was also reported for the Dutch version in an adult Dutch popu-

lation [52].

Previous studies provided support for three different models of the ATQ-P. Jolly et al. [51]

reported a four orthogonal factor solution similar to the original factor structure hypothesized

by Ingram et al. [50]. Bryant and Baxter [53] also reported a four-factor solution with factors

comparable to the original hypothesis. However, contrary to the developers’ interpretation,

Bryant and Baxter postulated that the four factors are negatively correlated, rather than orthog-

onal. A decade later, Boelen [52] reported a five oblique factor model among a bereaved Amer-

ican adult sample. Boelen’s model was a slight modification of the original four orthogonal

factor model, but with an added factor, the Positive Social Functioning (ATQ-P-SF), drawn

from items of the ATQ-P-D factor.

Results and discussion. We started by fitting a one-factor 30-item CFA model (ATQ-P--

Model 1). The results indicated a poor fit (CFI = .858; RMSEA = 0.077). We proceeded to test

the four-factor 30-item CFA model (ATQ-P-Model 2) suggested by Jolly et al. [51], with the

factors specified as ATQ-P-D (items 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 29); ATQ-P-S (items

16, 18, 21, 22, 28); ATQ-P-O (items 1, 2, 5, 10, 12) and ATQ-P-F (items 4, 9, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

30). The psi matrix was not positively definite for this model. Consequently, we tested a four-

factor 30-item bifactor CFA model (ATQ-P-Model 3) based on the structure proposed by Jolly

et al. [51]. This model failed to converge. Next, we tested a four-factor 30-item ESEM model

(ATQ-P-Model 4) based on the structure suggested by Jolly and colleagues. The results dis-

played reasonable fit indices (CFI = 0.952; RMSEA = 0.051), but with lower fit indices when

compared to the four-factor 30-item bifactor ESEM model (CFI = 0.961; RMSEA = 0.048;

ATQ-P-Model 5) that was subsequently tested.

Next, a four-factor 22-item CFA model (ATQ-Model 6) suggested by Bryant and Baxter

[53], with factors comparable to the four-factor 30-item CFA model originally hypothesized by

Ingram and Wisnicki [50] was investigated. This model displayed acceptable fit (CFI = .913;

RMSEA = 0.074), but with lower fit indices when compared to ATQ-P-Model 5. The four-fac-

tor 22-item bifactor CFA model which was subsequently tested (ATQ-P-Model 7) failed to

converge. We proceeded to test a four-factor 22-item ESEM model (ATQ-P-Model 8,

CFI = 0.958; RMSEA = 0.059). This model showed improved fit when compared to ATQ-P

Model 6, but was outperformed by the four-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM model (ATQ-P-Mo-

del 9, CFI = 0.974; RMSEA = 0.050) that was subsequently tested.

We proceeded to test Boelen’s [52] five-factor 22-item CFA (ATQ-P-Model 10), with the

factors specified as: ATQ-P-D (items 6, 11, 13, 15, 19, 20, 29); ATQ-P-S (items 10, 21, 22, 23,

25, 28); ATQ-P-O (items 1, 2, 5, 12); ATQ-P-F (3, 4); and Positive Social Functioning

(ATQ-P-SF; items 7, 14, 17). This model displayed a reasonable fit to the data (CFI = .926;

RMSEA = 0.068). The five-factor 22-item bifactor CFA model (ATQ-P-Model 11) that was

consequently evaluated failed to converge. Next, we tested a five-factor 22-item ESEM model

(ATQ-P-Model 12, CFI = 0.974; RMSEA = 0.050). This model outperformed ATQ-P Model

10. Lastly, we tested a five-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM model (ATQ-P-Model 13). This

model displayed good fit to the data (CFI = 0.977; RMSEA = 0.051), but with a larger RMSEA

index compared to ATQ-P-Models 9 and 12.

Overall, the four-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM (ATQ-P-Model 9) and the five-factor

22-item ESEM (ATQ-P-Model 12) models displayed superior model fit, with similar fit indi-

ces. Almost all items presented with strong and statistically significant loadings on their gen-

eral target factors for both models. The ATQ-P-Model 9 presented with a very high reliability

value for the total scale (.98) and satisfactory reliability values for the ATQ-P-D (.67),

ATQ-P-S (.54), and the ATQ-P-O (.66) subscales, but not for the ATQ-P-F (.35) subscale. Sim-

ilarly, the ATQ-P-Model 12 presented satisfactory reliability values for four subscales: .88
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(ATQ-P-D), .87 (ATQ-P-S), .80 (ATQ-P-O), .86 (ATQ-P-F), but a very low value of .05 for the

ATQ-P-SF. Since the four-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM model displayed a low reliability

value for the ATQ-P-F subscale (.35 out of .50 for bifactor models) compared with the very

low value (.05 out of .70 for non-bifactor models) for the ATQ-P-SF subscale of the five-factor

22-item ESEM model, the factor loading and R2 statistics are presented for the four-factor

22-item bifactor ESEM model. For the four-factor 22-item bifactor ESEM model, four (items

11, 14, 20, and 29) of ten items of the ATQ-P-D factor, three (items 22, 23, and 28) of six items

of the ATQ-P-S factor, and both items (items 3 and 4) of the ATQ-P-F factor displayed strong

and statistically significant factor loadings on their target factors. None of the items intended

to assess ATQ-P-O loaded significantly on their hypothesized target factor or demonstrated

any significant cross-loadings on another specific factor. Only item 21 (“I’m happy with the
way I look”) displayed strong and statistically significant cross-loading on the nontarget

ATQ-P-D factor. Notably, all items displayed high R2-values ranging from .39 to .83.

The results from the current study suggest that the items on the ATQ-P cluster into either

four dimensions of positive thinking (individual’s daily functioning, self-evaluation, others’
evaluation of self, future expectations, and social relationships), or into five dimensions, with an

additional dimension (positive social functioning) in the present sample. The reliability values

in the current sample (e.g., omega coefficients between .80 and .88 for four of the five subscales

of the ATQ-P-Model 12) are comparable to Boelen’s [52] reported reliability values (.78 to

.88), although the ATQ-P-PF subscale for ATQ-P-Model 12 presented with a very low reliabil-

ity value (.05) for which it should not be interpreted or used to draw conclusions in the current

sample.

With an increasing recognition that the human experience comprises negative and positive

dimensions, the availability of a locally validated version of the ATQ-P scale could facilitate the

study of the roles that positive thoughts play in people’s psychological functioning [51–53].

For instance, it is well established that languishing (i.e., low or absence of positive mental

health) is a predisposition to psychopathology [9, 10]. A culturally-adapted version of the

ATQ-P may also be useful in epidemiological surveillance to assess positive human experi-

ences and to evaluate positive thinking patterns of patients under treatment. We found evi-

dence for the factor validity for the Twi version of the ATQ-P in the current Ghanaian sample.

However, on the basis of the low reliability scores of the ATQ-P-F and the ATQ-P-PF sub-

scales, it is recommended that scores of these subscales should not be interpreted for the cur-

rent group.

Study 3: Generalized Self-Efficacy Scale

Description of measure. Generalized self-efficacy scale (GSEs). The GSEs is a 10-item

self-report measure that assesses optimistic self-beliefs to cope with a variety of difficult

demands in life [54]. Responses to items are measured on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (not
true at all) to 4 (exactly true). The total score is calculated as the sum of all items and ranges

between 10 and 40, with higher scores indicating more self-efficacy. Urban [55] reported a high

reliability coefficient (α = .90) among a sample of multicultural university students comprising

black Africans, Indians, and white South Africans. Löve et al. [56] also established evidence for

the validity of GSEs, with a high Cronbach’s alpha value of .90 in an adult Swedish sample.

Similar to the original hypothesis [54], a large body of research provides strong evidence

that the GSEs represents a unidimensional construct [55–57], including a study that involved a

large adult sample from 25 countries [58]. On the contrary, Zhou [59] reported a model with

two distinct factors distinguished as coping self-efficacy and action self-efficacy among a sample

of Chinese university students when EFA was applied.
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Results and discussion. We first tested a one-factor CFA model (GSEs-Model 1A) as

originally hypothesized [54], using the MLR estimator. The result displayed poor fit (CFI =

.942; RMSEA = 0.093). Given that the scale uses four response options, we also applied the

WLSMV estimator (GSEs-Model 1B). Results showed improved fit when the CFI and TLI

indices were considered (CFI = .993; TLI = .991). However, the RMSEA displayed a large value

of 0.137, indicating poor fit. The analysis revealed a high residual correlation (modification

index [MI] = 41.8) between item 4 (“I am confident that I could deal efficiently with unexpected
events”) and 5 (“Thanks to my resourcefulness, I know how to handle unforeseen situations”) for

GSEs Model 1. Consequently, we tested a one-factor CFA model with the residuals of items 4

and 5 correlated using the MLR (GSEs-Model 2A) and the WLSMV (GSEs-Model 2B) estima-

tors. GSEs-Model 2A (CFI = .961; RMSEA = 0.077) and GSEs-Model 2B (CFI = .995;

RMSEA = 0.114) presented improved fit indices compared to GSEs-Models 1A and 1B. Items

in GSEs-Models 2A and 2B also demonstrated high and significant factor loadings (.796 –.924)

on the latent factor.

A high residual correlation between items 2 and 3 was suggested (MI = 21.0) for GSEs-

Model 2A. Consequently, a one-factor CFA model using the MLR (GSEs-Model 3A) and the

WLSMV (GSEs-Model 3B) estimators with the residuals of items 4 and 5, as well as items 2

and 3 correlated was investigated. The results displayed good fit indices for GSEs-Model 3A

(CFI = .969; RMSEA = 0.070) but not for the GSEs-Model 3B (CFI = .996; RMSEA = 0.111),

with a large RMSEA index. Overall, the GSEs-Model 2A displayed superior model fit, with a

high reliability value of .97. We found very strong and statistically significant loadings on the

total generalized self-efficacy factor, with high R2-values (.63 –.85).

A possible explanation for the high correlation between items 4 and 5 is that, theoretically,

both items appear to refer to an individual’s appraisal of his or her ability to handle future,

unforeseen circumstances and events. Our findings are consistent with previous research [55–

57] that provided strong evidence that the GSEs is underpinned by a unidimensional measure-

ment model. Findings from a multinational study involving 25 countries also demonstrated

that the one-factor structure is adequate at both the individual- and national-level [58]. On the

contrary, Zhou [59] reported a two-factor structure model (distinguished as coping self-efficacy
and action self-efficacy) for a sample of Chinese university students.

The present study is one of the few to provide evidence for the factor validity of the Twi-

translated version of the GSEs among a nonclinical sample, and specifically, in an adult sample

from a rural and resource-limited collectivistic community setting. Findings of the current

study show that the factor structure and reliability value of the Twi version of the GSEs scale

are generally consistent with previous studies, including those conducted among clinical popu-

lation [56, 57]. Given its favourable reliability and acceptable model fit, the Twi version of the

GSEs is recommended for use in the current sample to evaluate individuals’ optimistic self-

beliefs.

Study 4: Patient Health Questionnaire-9

Description of measure. Patient health questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9). The PHQ-9 consists

of nine items designed to assess the nine DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for depression [60]. Items

are rated on a 4-point Likert scale specified as 0 (never), 1 (several days), 2 (more than half of
the days), and 3 (most days). Total scores of 5, 10, 15, and 20 respectively represent mild, mod-

erate, moderately severe, and severe depression [60]. The PHQ-9 was found to be valid with a

Cronbach’s alpha value of .89 in a group of primary care patients previously diagnosed with

depression [60]. Adewuya et al. [61] also reported a Cronbach’s alpha value of .85 in a Nigerian

university student population.
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Consistent with the original hypothesis [60], a number of studies [67, 68] reported a one-

factor structure for the PHQ-9 across varied contexts and population. Nonetheless, a signifi-

cant number of studies also reported a two-factor structure when CFA, EFA, and multilevel

CFA (MCFA) were applied [62–66]. The two factors were either designated as somatic and

affective [62–65] or somatic and cognitive/affective [66].

Results and discussion. We started by fitting a one-factor CFA model (PHQ-Model 1A)

to the data, as was originally proposed [60], using the MLR estimator. As shown in Table 2, the

PHQ-9 Model 1 displayed a reasonable fit (CFI = .909; RMSEA = 0.079). Since the PHQ-9 has

four response options, we also applied the WLSMV estimator (PHQ-Model 1B). The results

indicated an improved CFI (CFI = .929), but poor RMSEA (RMSEA = 0.167) index.

We proceeded to evaluate the two-factor CFA model suggested by Petersen et al. [65] with

two correlated factors (somatic symptoms [PHQ-9-S; items 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8]; nonsomatic/affec-
tive symptoms [PHQ-9-N; items 1, 2, 6, and 9]) using the MLR (PHQ-Model 2A) and the

WLSMV (PHQ-Model 2B) estimators. PHQ-Model 2A (CFI = .913; RMSEA = 0.079) dis-

played reasonable fit, but not PHQ-Model 2B (CFI = .931; RMSEA = 0.167), considering its

RMSEA index. A high residual correlation (MI = 37.1) between item 3 (“Trouble falling or stay-
ing asleep/ OR sleeping too much”) and 4 (“Feeling tired/ having little energy”) was suggested for

PHQ-Model 2A. Consequently, we specified residual correlations between items 3 and 4 using

the MLR (PHQ-Model 3A) and the WLSMV (PHQ-Model 3B) estimators. The fit improved

for PHQ-Model 3A (CFI = .958; RMSEA = 0.056) as well as for the PHQ-Model 3B (CFI =

.958; RMSEA = 0.134).

We further applied bifactor CFA, ESEM, and bifactor ESEM to the two-factor model pro-

posed by Petersen et al. [65] using the MLR and WLSMV estimators (see Table 2: PHQ-Model

4A –PHQ-Model 6B). Whereas the two-factor bifactor CFA models (PHQ-Model 4A and 4B)

and two-factor bifactor ESEM models (PHQ-Model 6A and 6B) failed to converge for both

estimators, the two-factor ESEM model displayed good fit for the MLR estimator (CFI = .990;

RMSEA = 0.031; PHQ-Model 5A) and an improved fit (CFI = .991; RMSEA = 0.070;

PHQ-Model 5B) for the WLSMV estimator. Overall, the PHQ-Model 5A displayed superior fit

for the model suggested by Peterson et al. [65], with a satisfactory reliability value of .78 for the

PHQ-9-S subscale and a low value of .48 for the PHQ-9-N subscale. All five items of the PHQ-

9-S subscale and two of four items of the PHQ-9-N subscale displayed strong and statistically

significant factor loading to their intended factors.

Furthermore, we tested the two-factor CFA model with two correlated factors (somatic
symptoms [items 3, 4, and 5] and nonsomatic/affective symptoms [items 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9])

suggested by Krause et al. [64] and Subotić et al. [66]. The results indicated reasonable fit when

the MLR estimator was applied (CFI = .920; RMSEA = 0.076; PHQ-Model 7A) but poor fit

with the WLSMV estimator (CFI = .949; RMSEA = 0.157; PHQ-Model 7B), considering the

RMSEA index. Following a high residual correlation (MI = 31.7) between items 3 and 4 from

the preceding analysis, we specified residual correlations between items 3 and 4 using the MLR

(PHQ-Model 8A) and the WLSMV (PHQ-Model 8B) estimators. The fit indices improved

considerably for PHQ-Model 8 (CFI = .957 and RMSEA = 0.057) and for PHQ-Model 8B

(CFI = .958; RMSEA = 0.134). We continued to apply the MLR and WLSMV estimators in

turns to test the fit of two-factor bifactor CFA, ESEM, and bifactor ESEM models (see Table 2:

PHQ-Model 9A –PHQ-Model 11B). The two-factor bifactor CFA and the two-factor bifactor

ESEM models did not converge. The two-factor ESEM model displayed good fit when the

MLR estimator was applied (CFI = .990; RMSEA = 0.031; PHQ-Model 10A) and an improved

fit for the WLSMV estimator (CFI = .991; RMSEA = 0.070; PHQ-Model 10B). For the two-fac-

tor structure proposed by Krause et al. [64] and Subotić et al. [66], the two-factor ESEM model

(PHQ-Model 10A) demonstrated superior fit, with satisfactory omega coefficients of .76 for
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the PHQ-9-S subscale, and a modest reliability value of .69 for the and PHQ-9-N subscale. It is

noted that both models (PHQ-Model 5A and PHQ-Model 10A) presented similar fit indices.

Given that the two-factor ESEM model (PHQ-Model 10A) had larger reliability values for

the subscales compared to PHQ-9 Model 5A (.76 and .69 vs .78 and .48), its factor loadings

and related statistics are presented. Four of six items (items 6, 7, 8, and 9) and two of three

items (items 3 and 4) displayed strong and statistically significant loadings on their intended

cognitive-affective and somatic factors, respectively. Notably, item 5 (“Poor appetite or over-
eating”) presented a strong and statistically significant cross-loading on the nontarget cogni-
tive-affective factor. Similarly, item 1 (“Little interest/pleasure in doing things”) and 2 (“Feeling
down/depressed/hopeless”) displayed a strong and statistically significant cross-loading on the

nontarget somatic factor. Items 1 and 2 presented exceptionally small R2-values of .16 and .29

respectively, suggesting that the model explained only 16% and 29% of the variance contained

within the item 1 and 2, respectively. All other items presented with adequate R2-values

(.47–.74).

The findings of the present study are consistent with previous research [63, 65, 66],

although some other studies [67, 68] also reported a unidimensional structure. For the current

sample, the PHQ-9 can be subdivided into somatic (PHQ-9-S) and nonsomatic/affective
(PHQ-9-N) factors, which is comparable to previous reports in clinical [63–65] and nonclini-

cal [62, 66] samples. We noted that items 7 and 8 loaded on the somatic factor in the model

suggested by Peterson et al. [65], and instead, on the nonsomatic/affective factor in the model

recommended by Krause et al. [64] and Subotić et al. [66]. A possible explanation for the

behavior of these items could be that although both items (Item 7: “Trouble concentrating”;
and Item 8: “Being so fidgety or restless”) are behavioristic in nature, they could be driven and

reinforced by some emotions [69]. The reliability values found in the current sample (.76 and

.69) are comparable to previous report among a sample of university students in Nigeria [70]

and in the United States [71].

Although the PHQ-9 is a widely validated tool, the current study is among the first to apply

a bifactor analysis to test its structure in the African context. In spite of the recent increase in

the use of the PHQ-9 in epidemiological surveillance in Ghana, only one study [72] has exam-

ined the psychometric properties of the original English version of the PHQ-9 among a sample

of Senior High School students in Ghana. The recent advocacy for the integration of mental

health into primary health care to allow for comprehensive assessment and treatment of men-

tal disorders, particularly in LAMIC [73], necessitates valid and reliable measures that are also

culturally sensitive and has the ability to detect the presence of mental illness in nonclinical

populations. Overall, our findings suggest that depression should be understood, for the cur-

rent sample, as characterized by somatic and nonsomatic or affective structure, rather than as

an expression of unidimensional structure. In the present study, the Twi version of the PHQ-9

showed adequate reliability and model fit and can be administered to evaluate self-reported

levels of depression in the current sample. Caution should however be applied when interpret-

ing the nonsomatic factor scores for this population, considering the low reliability score it

presented.

Study 5: Satisfaction with Life Scale

Description of measure. Satisfaction with life scale (SWLS). Designed to assess a per-

son’s global judgment of life satisfaction, the 5-item SWLS theoretically evaluates an individu-

al’s life circumstances in comparison to his or her standards [74]. Responses are on a 7-point

Likert scale, where 1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree. Total scores range from 5 to 35,

where higher scores (31–35) indicate greater life satisfaction. Wissing and van Eeden [75]
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provided evidence for the validity of the SWLS with modest reliability (α = .67) among a multi-

cultural sample of South African adults. Diener et al. [74] reported a one-factor solution for

the SWLS in the original validation study. This has since been replicated across several popula-

tions and contexts [49, 75] when CFA, EFA, and PCA were applied.

Results and discussion. First, we evaluated the one-factor CFA model (SWLS-Model 1)

as originally hypothesized [74]. This model resulted in a poor fit (CFI = .941; RMSEA = 0.138).

An MI value of 33.9 suggested a high residual correlation between item 4 (“So far I have gotten
the important things I want in life”) and 5 (“If I could live my life over, I would change almost
nothing”). Consequently, a one-factor CFA model with the residual correlations between items

4 and 5 specified (SWLS-Model 2) was examined. The SWLS-Model 2 (CFI = .988;

RMSEA = 0.069) presented superior fit and outperformed SWLS-Model 1. An omega coeffi-

cient of .87 was found for SWLS-Model 2. All five items presented strong and statistically sig-

nificant factor loadings. Of note, item 5 presented with a comparatively low, but statistically

significant factor loading (.51). In this model, item 5 displayed a low R2-value (.26), indicating

that only 26% of the variance contained within the item is explained by the model.

In line with previous studies, a one-factor CFA model (residuals of items 4 and 5 correlated)

demonstrated superior model fit. This finding is consistent with previous validation studies

that also reported a one-factor CFA model for adult [49, 75] and adolescent [76] samples. We

found a high modification index between items 4 and 5, similar to previous reports [77]. A

possible explanation for this correlation is that both items refer to an individual’s present state

of satisfaction with life with respect to the past. To the contrary, items 1–3 pertain to satisfac-

tion with present life. The analysis revealed, similar to findings from previous studies [49, 76],

that item 5 presented a relatively low, but statistically significant factor loading. In the present

study, the reliability value for the SWLS was .87.

The findings from the current study provide additional evidence in support of previous

studies confirming the single-factor structure of the SWLS [49, 74–76]. For the current sample,

the findings suggest that the scale has satisfactory reliability and sufficient model fit similar to

the results from the original scale development study [74] and can be administered to evaluate

the level of satisfaction with life in this group.

General discussions. strengths, limitations, and future directions

This paper set out to explore the evidence for the factorial validity of the Twi-translated ver-

sions of five mental health and well-being measurement instruments, namely the AFM-2,

ATQ-P, GSEs, PHQ-9, and the SWLS, with data from a sample of adult residents of four rural

poor communities in Ghana. The findings in this study provide evidence that the Twi versions

of all five mental health and well-being scales, particularly the total scales, are valid and reliable

with sufficient model fits and can be used in basic research and interventional studies in the

current sample. The major strengths of the present study include the application of both tradi-

tional and recently developed models and techniques in the analyses of the data. An additional

strength of this study is the target population. Unlike previous studies, the sample in the cur-

rent study is composed of rural adults who were also non-English speakers. Whereas this

study was a first attempt to establish the evidence for the validity of the Twi versions of these

five measures of mental health and well-being in the Ghanaian context, more of such valida-

tion studies are needed to provide researchers and practitioners with valid and reliable tools

for research and to evaluate the effectiveness of mental health interventions in the target popu-

lation. Such efforts would also broaden our understanding of how these constructs manifest in

the current, understudied context.
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Although this study contributes to the literature, as the first, to the best of our knowledge,

to provide information on the reliability and the factor structure of the Twi versions of these

selected mental health and well-being measures in the Ghanaian setting, we acknowledge the

following limitations. Firstly, our participants, on average, were middle-aged, had little or no

formal education, and were economically disadvantaged. These unique characteristics of our

sample may limit the generalisability of the findings. Secondly, the current sample was mostly

non-English speakers and comprises community members who were largely of the Akan heri-

tage–who can also be described as a more collectivistic group. Future studies should include

English-speaking samples from urban settings for a comparative analysis of the results. Fur-

thermore, given the cultural diversity in Ghana, it would be important for future studies to

include samples from different regions with different cultural heritages and orientations for a

better representation. Lastly, while our sample size was adequate to perform the intended anal-

yses, it was too small to perform measurement invariance analyses. We recommend that future

studies should include larger sample sizes to permit measurement invariance analysis and

thereby provide additional psychometric information of the measurement instruments

involved. We wish to emphasize, however, that, the main purpose of this study was to provide

evidence for the factorial validity of the selected measurement instruments. We recommend

that future studies should investigate other forms of validity, such as criterion-related validity

and apply other analyses such as test-retest reliability to further examine the psychometric

properties of the measurement instruments, perform in-depth item-analysis for the individual

scales.

Conclusions

The availability of reliable and valid measures, such as the present Twi-translated versions of

the AFM-2, ATQ-P, GSEs, PHQ-9, and the SWLS, can be valuable resource for mental health

researchers and practitioners working to promote well-being and positive mental health in

one of the most spoken Ghanaian languages in the context of the current sample. The results

in this study showed that the total scales of all five scales and some subscales attained satisfac-

tory reliability values with acceptable model fit, but that further research is necessary to explore

some problematic items, especially in the case of the AFM-PA and ATQ-P-F subscales. It is

our hope that the availability of these Twi translated versions of these five mental health and

well-being measures will afford researchers the opportunity to the conceptualize and evaluate

diverse array of mental health, that is, positive mental health and mental ill(health) in this Gha-

naian context. Additionally, these translated measuring instruments could serve as a valuable

resource for researchers to facilitate the evaluation of the effects of mental health intervention

programs in the current sample.
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